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I. Disclaimer

Unauthorized reproduction or distribution of this business plan or any of its contents in any form or under any 
circumstances without prior written consent is prohibited. The information contained herein is: (i) provided by the 
principal founders of the business and (ii) publicly available from directories, publications and websites. In some cases, 
non-publicly available information was used, including independent research, studies or paid services from individuals 
and organizations. While the information set forth herein is deemed by the Company to be accurate, the Company shall 
not be held liable for the accuracy of or any omissions from this white paper or for any other written or oral 
communication transmitted to the Recipient and any other party in the course of its evaluation of transactions involving 
the Company.

The information contained in the plan will require careful scrutiny, verification and due diligence efforts from the 
recipients of the plan. Any person or entity seeking to make a contribution in the business should not rely on the 
information set forth in the plan as complete. In addition, the analyses contained herein do not claim to be appraisals of 
the assets, or the valuation of any entity. The business makes no guarantees regarding any benefits received from 
contributions, nor the legal, tax or accounting effects of any transaction; and this plan does not constitute an offer to sell, 
or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities. In furnishing the white paper, the Company undertakes no obligation to 
provide recipients of the white paper with access to any additional information or to update this white paper or to 
correct any inaccuracies that may be contained herein. There exists substantial information with respect to the business 
and its future prospects, and there are a substantial number of risks associated with a contribution in the business, 
which are not set forth in the plan. Furthermore, the potential fulfilment of ‘forward looking statements’ contained in the 
plan are subject to change due to unexpected events, market shifts, or circumstances that cannot be known at this time.



I. Disclaimer

Forward looking statements are based on expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements were 
made that involve a number of economic, business, and numerous risks and uncertainties which could cause actual 
results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. Forward looking statements in the plan may be 
identified through the use of words such as, but not exclusively to: "expects," "will," "anticipates," "estimates," "believes," or 
statements indicating certain actions "may," "could," or "might" occur. Such estimates and projections are subject to 
significant uncertainties beyond the control of the Company. Although such projections are believed to be realistic, no 
representations are made as to their ultimate attainability. Please be advised that the below proposed execution plan, 
could be subject to change due to legal, compliance, technological or other factors without prior notice.



II. Executive Summary

Here, we present the Crypto Price Index (CPI) project – the very first token ecosystem of its kind, which provides 
multiple options for users to gain broad exposure to the cryptocurrency market through our ‘CPIX’ tokens. 
Unlike other indices of its kind, which typically show the top 10 or perhaps 20 assets, CPIX tokens will be novel in 
its approach of showing token holders/crypto traders a hugely diversified range of assets across a wide 
cross-section of the cryptocurrency markets. 

Our infrastructure, built and deployed on the tried and tested Ethereum blockchain, will use advanced 
technical architecture to track a basket of assets for each CPIX token minted. 

Over time, we aim to make CPIX tokens one of the de facto cryptographic asset pegs, to serve as a standard 
value reference in the cryptocurrency markets and become a point of reference against the intra-day volatility 
within the cryptocurrency markets. To do this, we will focus on building our community, and offering a strong 
customer experience. 

CPIX tokens will be backed by underlying assets held in an escrowed smart contract. Multiple parties can create 
their own CPIX token, pegged to a basket of assets. CPIX listing requirements and other token governance 
issues, such as fees, will be managed by the CPI token holders.
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Introduction



The Problem

To date, there are over 2,250 cryptocurrency coins which are supposedly actively trading on exchanges, as 
reported by leading cryptocurrency market cap ranking provider Coin Market Cap. Naturally, not all of these 
projects are created equally, and many projects never move into the top 500 rankings or higher. Nevertheless, 
with new projects launching every day, the cryptocurrency markets are growing at an unprecedented rate, and 
the number of companies choosing to raise funds through an initial coin offering (ICO), initial exchange offering 
(IEO), or security token offering (STO), is growing unchecked.   

It would be fair to say that most of the projects which are within the top 200 market capitalization are working 
on innovative blockchain based solutions, or have a unique product to offer, and as a result many of these 
projects are becoming highly attractive to those interested in cryptocurrencies.  

However, despite the attractiveness of this new asset class, even if a cryptocurrency trader were to focus their 
attention on just the top 200 coins, the complexity involved in managing such a diverse portfolio would be 
immeasurably difficult. 



Take for example a high net worth (HNW) individual who manages their own portfolio, but has another 
full-time occupation. This individual may like to see the average price at a glance of most, if not all, of the crypto 
assets within the top 200 market cap rankings in order to gain a macro view of the sector as a whole, whilst 
eliminating the noise generated by tracking tens of different coins.

Instead, having access to an index token which could be tailored to suit an indiviual investors requirements 
would be advantageous. 

The Problem



1.1. Our Solution – The Crypto Index

Our unique solution to this issue comes in the form of the Crypto Price Index (CPI).

We propose the use of our CPIX tokens, built using smart contract technology which allows us to track the value of external crypto 
assets using wrapped tokens. The ‘X’ in CPIX represents the number of assets which form the underlying investments for that token. 
For example, ‘CPI200’ could represent the top 200 crypto assets, whereas ‘CPI5’ would be an index of just the top 5 by market 
capitalization. For the purposes of this whitepaper, we will refer to all indexed coins as CPIX. 

Wrapped tokens represent another underlying cryptocurrency asset through a separate token, and make it easier to deploy on the 
Ethereum network. By creating and leveraging existing wrapped assets, CPIX can manage a basket of crypto assets through one 
single token. 

Our technical architecture uses a two-stage model to mint and deploy CPIX tokens. Firstly, a CPIX Market contract interacts with our 
CPI Governance Contract, which enables governance oversight by CPI holders via a voting mechanism. The CPI holders can then 
provide incentives for CPIX participants who stake or validate, and economically punish those who would exploit the system. 

To inform the current prices of wrapped assets (underlying crypto assets), our token architecture will use external price oracles as price 
mediators, who will interact directly with the CPI governance contract.

To comply with pan-European regulation, we are registered and regulatory compliant in Gibraltar, and other associated jurisdictions 
from our inception.



1.1. Our Solution – The CPI Token Architecture

The CPIX Core platform contains 
the wrapped tokens, which 
inform the price of the minted 
CPIX tokens. 

When underlying are bought or 
sold from the contract, the token 
will automatically balance itself. 

To incentivise diversity of 
underlying assets, bonuses will be 
paid to those depositing tokens 
which are in higher demand. 

For instance, if there is an 
unequal distribution of bitcoin 
compared to other assets in the 
contract, users may receive a 
bonus for depositing ETH or 
wBTC, for example. 

CPI Market 
Contract

Wrapped 
Tokens CPIX

mint

burn

lock / unlock

price oracles

Governance 
Contract

- add and remove assets
- set fee

CPI
vote

Plasma 
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1.2. Business Landscape - Competitor Analysis 

The cryptocurrency markets are surely large enough for several NAV based stable coins to exist in synergy, 
however we are aware that to remain competitive and show our token holders we have explored every avenue, 
we must explore other similar projects which are in our niche.

CRYPTO20 – by: Invictus
CRYPTO20, as its name suggests, is an index fund pegged to the NAV of the top 20 crypto currencies by 
market cap. Established by Invictus in 2017, the CRYPTO20 fund offers exposure to a range of cryptos 
including Bitcoin, Ethereum, Ripple and Cardano through their ERC-20 based token ‘C20’. 

https://crypto20.com


1.2. Business Landscape - Competitor Analysis 

CRYPTO10 – by: Invictus
Invictus have likewise launched C10, another ERC-20 token pegged to the NAV of the top 10 crypto assets. As 
well as the differences we have outlined above for C20, Invictus’ C10 restricts portfolio diversification even 
more, and depends largely on mature projects which may not yield as highly as upcoming top 200 
cryptocurrencies.

Coinbase Index – by: Coinbase
Popular cryptocurrency fiat-to-crypto broker Coinbase have recently started offering their customers access 
to an index fund which tracks the overall performance of all digital assets listed on their exchange. This 
comprises 12 digital assets, with almost 80% of the fund in BTC. 

Compared to CPI coin, Coinbase’s index offers limited exposure to crypto assets. As a result, although 
Coinbase’s fund is relatively non-volatile, it significantly limits upside potential.

https://invictuscapital.com/crypto10hedged
https://am.coinbase.com/


1.2. Business Landscape - Competitor Analysis 

Having examined a number of funds, both small and large cap, we can see that CPI coin is totally unique in its 
value proposition, as we offer an unparalleled view to a much great amount of individual crypto assets through 
one single reference.

Bit100 – by: Bitwise
Bitwise offer a number of index funds, of which Bit100 tracks the largest amount of assets. Tracking the total 
return of the 100 largest cryptocurrencies by market cap, Bit100 is weighted by a 5-year inflation adjusted 
market cap.

Compared to CPI coin, despite offering token holders a significantly larger exposure to cryptoassets than 
other index funds we’ve examined, it still doesn’t cover the full top 200 crypto assets by market 
capitalization as CPI coin does.

https://www.bit100.io


At Crypto Price Index, our expert team believes that the future of 
cryptocurrency is bright, and that the total cryptocurrency market cap 
shall grow significantly within the next few years. Indeed, like many 
others in the space, we predict that within a four to five-year time 
horizon, the total cryptocurrency market capitalization will reach over 
US$1 trillion. 

This is a highly achievable target, given that the previous bull market 
phase of late 2017 – early 2018 saw a total cryptocurrency market 
capitalization in excess of US$800 billion. Now, we are reaching a 
period of maturation within the wider cryptocurrency industry, where 
many projects which were in their early stages during the last bull 
market phase delivering real and tangible disruption across a whole 
host of industries.

2. What Makes CPI Unique?



As a result, we see significant upside potential in the most promising of these projects – many of which are 
represented within the top 500+ cryptocurrencies by market cap, and not limited to just 10 - 20 projects like 
other indices in the space. Therefore, CPI focuses on a wider cross-sections of the most innovative, top quality 
projects in cryptocurrency.

As the crypto market grows, so too will businesses that support the adoption of cryptocurrency. This shall 
increase availability of crypto assets to a wider range of people, through exchanges and other venues, 
expediting mass adoption. At the same time, it will also make choosing and purchasing the best crypto assets 
as part of a larger investment portfolio more difficult than ever before. Therefore, just like traditional markets, 
the need for indices and funds will grow. 

CPI has the potential to fill this space. By launching the CPI coin via Ethereum’s blockchain technology, we are 
poised to quickly expand our peer-to-peer usability. 

Finally, a commitment to legality and transparency is of principal importance to us, and as a result we will 
continue to closely monitor and implement both national and international regulatory requirements to make 
sure we remain compliant as we grow.

2. What Makes CPI Unique?



3. Tokenomics and the 
CPI Coin Token 

Generation Event



In addition to the CPI coin, the platform will emit CPIX tokens. The CPIX 
tokens, of which there could be many different types, mirror the value of 
whichever collection of underlying crypto assets the CPI token holders 
include in the contract.

CPIX tokens are backed by component assets, held via an escrow smart 
contract. In order to mint the genesis CPIX tokens, a portion of the CPI funds 
will be deposited to the CPIX smart contract.

Users can mint CPIX Tokens by depositing cryptocurrency, such as ETH or 
wrapped BTC. In order to redeem tokens, users can redeposit their CPIX back 
to the smart contract, simultaneously receiving ETH and burning the CPIX 
specific to that contract, e.g. CP30.  As we’ve discussed, the token will then 
self balance.

The CPI token will bestow governance powers to its token holders. These 
include voting on which assets will be included in the CPIX  asset list, and 
steering the CPIX token’s direction. 

Again, it should be noted that CPIX tokens could be deployed in different 
iterations to represent a whole variety of asset funds. For example, one may 
track the value of 50 crypto assets, whereas another may focus on 200. 

3.1. CPIX Tokens in Detail



The CPI coin is essentially a governance token, which is used to 
represent an interest in the health of the CPIX token ecosystem. 

In this way, the CPI token will be the core unit of the CPI ecosystem, as 
it’s directly used to access our products and services, and is in no way 
an investment by itself.

CPI token holders will be able to reward or penalise participants in the 
CPI network. CPI holders are incentivised to participate in the 
governance of the ecosystem through coin burns. 

3.1. Why do we require a token?



During the initial token listing, CPI coin will be issued as a standard, Ethereum based ERC-20 token. 
CPI coin will have a total of 300 million token issuance, with 30 million tokens available during the initial token 
listing, as a means of introducing liquidity into the project during phase one.

The following are key metrics from our token sale:

3.2. Token distribution and restrictions

Maximum Financing (hard cap):

149,459 ETH
Subject to change with exchange rates

Minimum Financing (soft cap):

6,127 ETH
Subject to change with exchange rates

Proposed Exchange Rate:

1 ETH = 180 CPI
Subject to change with exchange rates

Token Contract Address:

0x2b67d1a87a8d8b280a23
e97bc55095215ee0ec53

Token Sale Launch Date:

~
To be confirmed

Token Sale Length:

~
To be confirmed



After our initial token listing has concluded successfully, either via reaching our soft cap and reaching the end 
of our raise period, or conversely through reaching our hard cap, we shall begin the token distribution period, 
which shall look as follows:

3.2. Token distribution and restrictions

Total CPI token supply:

300 million
~

Reserve vault for liquidity 
purposes:

45 million
held in cold storage

Total CPI available for token 
sale:

174 million
held in cold storage

CPI ‘The Company’ shall hold their portion of the coins to be vested and held within a company controlled 
offline wallet, and used at our discretion for future project development, and if required distribution to the 
team.

Tokens held by CPI team:

51 million
held in cold storage

Tokens used for Marketing:

30 million
held in cold storage



The CPI token sale will be the first opportunity to buy the governance 
tokens which will be instrumental in underpinning the entire CPI 
ecosystem. This includes the minting and issuance of new CPIX tokens 
to create a basket of assets, and also to govern how rewards are 
distributed. 

CPI will be distributed following our token sale as an ERC-20 token, 
which will have a transparent token address and contract on the 
Ethereum blockchain. 

Users will be able to hold CPI in a wallet which supports ERC-20 tokens, 
and eventually we will look to create our own wallet for CPI and CPIX 
tokens. 

3.2. CPI Token Distribution 



The CPI ecosystem is broadly divided into 5 modules (3 internal and 3 external):

Wrapped Tokens1

3.3 CPI Architecture

Wrapped tokens are pegged to the value of the main tokens. Acting like a digital vault, they enhance 
the utility value of the existing tokens. The CPI platform will wrap tokens with an exchange rate of 1:1 to 
the base tokens hosted in the Ethereum blockchain. Using the similar architecture, the tokens can be 
easily managed by the CPIX core smart contract. 

Price Oracles2
In the CPI ecosystem, Price Oracles will be used to update the market contract with real-time token
price data. As soon as the price changes by more than 1%, the median contract calculates the
average value and excludes far-off measurements.



CPI Token3

3.3 CPI Architecture

CPI token is the Governance token of the CPI platform. CPI holders will be eligible to influence key deci-
sions of the platform functioning. With a focus on pushing for a totally community driven financial eco-
system, the CPI governance token will be used for community voting and approving change requests. 

CPIX Token4
This is the currency token, the one to be purchased by the CPI platform final clients. It will have the 
value of the assets locked in the Market contract (token value: assets under management / CPIX total 
supply). The distribution of assets is decided by the CPI holders through the governance contract.

CPIX token will be the ultimate currency token that could be used for vendor payments outside the CPI 
platform. The CPIX token will be backed by the collective value of all underlying assets locked in the 
market contract.



3.3 CPI Architecture

The distribution of the wrapped assets will be finalized by the CPI holders through their platform gover-
nance rights. 

CPIX Token value   =     Management Assets
                           …………………………………...........
                                Total Supply (CPIX)



3.4 CPIX Market Contract

The core logic of the CPIX 
token minting, token burning, 
fee &amp; rewards calculation 
is written in the market con-
tract. It is incentivized to 
auto-balancing. Built keeping 
CPI 200 as the base use case, 
the core logic will be scaled to 
suit multiple versions in the 
future.
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3.5 CPIX Platform Core

With a focus on enhancing the adoption of CPIX tokens, more versions apart from CPI200 will be launched. 
These will be CPI10, CPI30, CPI50 and CPI100.  Consider a user case; when a CPI10 purchase is requested on 
an exchange, the API picks the top 10 assets and wraps them into a CPI10 token. The transaction fee is gen-
erated on every buy/sell request and distributed across wallet holders (70%) and to the platform mainte-
nance (30%). 

The core of the CPI ecosystem hosts the following components:

Wrapped tokens. 

CPIX balancing system.

Token replacement voting system. 

The oracle-sourced data extracting (reading events).

CPIX buy/sell mechanism. 

The funding of the distribution system. 



3.5 CPIX Platform Core

1
2

3

4

When the final version of the CPIX Core is ready, any instance of it we want to deploy should work the same 
way with just being different at the initialization moment. In the case of our final goal CPI200, it would be: 

CPIX will allow regular users to buy/sell CPI200 tokens at pre-calculated price. Furthermore, users will be able 
to deposit any asset that has a Balance Factor > 0 into the market contract in exchange for CPI200 tokens.

Deployment of the CPI200 token.

Deployment of the CPI200 Core,  initializing it with the 200 addresses of the top list and the address of 
the CPI200 token so it can be managed by the core.

IEO funds (ETH) are used to buy the corresponding amount of each of the 200 top coins (ERC-20 
wrapped versions), and the same value in CPI200 is minted by the core.

The system is in stand-by and ready for transactions.

Initialization

Buy/Sell CPIX Process



3.5 CPIX Platform Core

When an asset is deposited, the change of the assets balance in relation to the asset’s Balance Factor is 
calculated. 

If the change is positive, so the portfolio becomes “more imbalanced”, a fee is charged to the user.

If the change is negative, so the portfolio becomes “more balanced”, the user is rewarded with more 

CPI200 than the deposit asset is worth at market price.



3.6 Arbitration System to Control the CPIX Token Price

The CPIX token price is calculated by the market contract and can be directly purchased from the contract. 
The token will also be available in exchanges, and its price will automatically be stabilized by arbitrators. In 
case the price of CPI200 goes too high or low in the exchange, they will be incentivized to do arbitrage to 
balance it out.

All assets will interact through the ERC20 interface. Assets those are already available on Ethereum as 
ERC20 can be locked and unlocked directly, using the approve (), transferFrom () and transfer () function.

Assets that don’t have a secured ERC20 representation on Ethereum will have to be bridged and enabled 
through 2 different techniques - Plasma Bridging and Guardian Bridging.

Backing Assets

When users decide to burn wrapper tokens on Ethereum, the guardians observe the burning events
and collectively initialize a withdrawal from the multi-sig wallet to the address of the burner on the
other chain.

Guardian Bridging



3.6 Arbitration System to Control the CPIX Token Price

The guardians are bonded with CPI tokens. Upon an invalid behaviour (for example withdrawals and
minting), CPI holders would initialize slashing procedures through the governance contract.

We propose to hold the backing assets in multisig wallets custodied by guardians. By implementing a staking 
system with incentives/punishments, we would encourage responsibility and penalize any misbehaviour:

Guardians get extra-rewarded for being it, 

but as a counterpart, they have to lock up a 

significant amount of their CPI.

In case they misbehave, the community 

has the power to keep their CPI.

Wrapped
Tokens

Governance
Contract

Other 
Chains

Guardian mint/burn

Manage multisig wallet and
release funds on burn



3.6 Arbitration System to Control the CPIX Token Price

Here, the light-clients observe events of a ERC20 wrapper contract on the opposite chain. When one
chain burns tokens, then the burn event is relayed with a proof and cause a mint on the other chain.

CPI Holders will be in charge of managing the CPI Core and will get a reward for it.

Plasma Bridging

The CPI holders can engage into decision making based on the following parameters:

Core Governance

A new asset is registered with Balance Parameter = 0 (add)

A Balance Parameter for an existing asset is increased or decreased, but remain > 0 (adjust)

A Balance Parameter for one Asset is set to 0, while another asset is increased above 0. (replace)

A Price oracle is added or removed

A Guardian is added or removed

The fee is adjusted.



3.6 Arbitration System to Control the CPIX Token Price

An outcome of the governance contract assumes the following forms:

Before each governance outcome, the CPI holders vote with their tokens.

Governance Contract

A new asset is registered

A Balance Parameter for an existing asset is increased or decreased

A Price oracle is added or removed

A Guardian is added or removed

1. All proposals from the forms mentioned will be governed by a TCR system (token curated registry). 

2. CPI holders can stake a portion of their tokens to perform an action (e.g. adding/replacing a token). 

3. The other token holders can vote by staking on yes or no. 

4. A majority wins the vote and the action is accepted or rejected. 

5. The list is updated and should become more valuable given the improved listings and staked
tokens are now out of circulation.



3.6 Arbitration System to Control the CPIX Token Price

The amount accumulated in the “governance reward balance” should be periodically used to buy CPI
from exchanges. The percentages shall be updated through community voting.

Governance Reward



The marketing phase represents a crucial time on our roadmap where our marketing team will be taking the 
CPI index coin into the mainstream cryptocurrency space and building a strong community around our 
offering. Primarily, this will be the start of CPI index coin’s expansion phase into other user jurisdictions and 
markets, in addition to serving as a stepping stone in registering and trading our coin on other exchanges.

To meet this goal, we will be liaising with regulators in individual jurisdictions, gaining appropriate licenses and 
special purpose vehicles, and focusing on those jurisdictions where we feel CPI can experience the strongest 
growth. To this end, we have chosen the jurisdictions of Malta and Gibraltar as two crypto-friendly nations with 
welcoming regulation to digital asset businesses. We strongly believe that our regulatory standing and 
commitment to legal compliance in these respected jurisdictions should set CPI coin in good standing to 
expand into other European and eventually international markets.

4. Roadmap, Marketing, and Growth

Q2 2021

Start Developing
the CPIX PHASE 2

Q4 2021

Start Developing
the Social App

Q1 2022

Develop CPI Pay

Q2 2022

Start Crypto Price
Index Channel

Q3 2022

TESTNET CPIX

Q4 2022

CPI Platform
Completion



Community expansion is also an integral part of any marketing campaign. We plan to utilize multiple social 
media platforms and internal blogs in addition to YouTube explainer videos to show how the CPI token works. 
Likewise, we will use Twitter, WeChat, WhatsApp, Telegram, Line, Facebook and other platforms when 
necessary. We will also attend crypto industry events which are essential for establishing our team as industry 
thought leaders and expert cryptocurrency managers. 

On our website, we will provide continuously updated instant information showing the CPIX token index NAV 
price, and additionally allow advertisers to participate inside our own proprietary platform. This will establish 
CPI X tokens as a go-to industry peg for the top cryptocurrency projects by market cap. In the future, we hope 
that traders and other interested parties will use the CPIX tokens to judge the state of the wider cryptocurrency 
markets, which we will discuss in more detail below.

4.1. Community Growth



Eventually, we would like to deploy CPIX tokens as industry wide price standards, such as the DOW industrial 
average, which could be used as a header symbols across many different platforms. This would position the CPI 
ecosystem, and its respective CPIX tokens, as a leading point of reference amid the wider crypto intra-day 
volatility. For example, rather than examine the whole market, traders could refer to CPI10, CPI100, or CPI200 as 
a reference point. 

The principal feature of the CPI token ecosystem is it’s two stage approach, which allows the management of 
assets through a single token. This allows price data, provided by our partner oracles, to be stored on the 
blockchain. Moreover, this data is available by virtue of an immutable ledger to be confirmed and viewed by 
interested parties.

4.2. Token Storage and Other Proprietary Features



CPIPay – Quick and Secure Crypto Payments in Chat

Over the years, numerous crypto products have driven the community to trade and exchange crypto
money easily.  However, lack of mainstream spending is a gap unaddressed and a major roadblock in
establishing the parallel crypto economy. 

The CPIPay will be an in-chat payment feature for instant transfers to contacts. The mobile app will
enable sending and receiving of tokens making it one of the first in-chat payment applications for
cryptos. Besides immediate and secure transactions, CPIPay is an effort to push cryptocurrencies for
mainstream adoption.

Apart from staking opportunities, the CPIX holders will be able to use tokens for vendor payments.



5.1 How to Use CPIPay?

The CPIPay wallet can be charged through the platform’s native stable coin. The coin pegged to the USD can 
be cashed-out on any exchange via the DIA token. The transaction fee will applicable whenever a buy-
ing/selling event is triggered. The fee is distributed through the smart contract to CPI wallet holders in the 
following pattern – 70% wallet holders and 30% for platform maintenance.
 
The CPIX token holders will be able to send money directly in the chat window by tapping on ‘Pay’ and from 
the ‘share’ dashboard. The ‘pay’ option will also be available on the shortcut menu. Moreover, this will include 
statement details, account details and other historical data. 

For a broader geographical reach, the CPIPay will have a QR-code scanner compatible with both Android 
and iOS platforms. This will allow payment transfers to users outside the sender’s contact
list or the CPI platform.

All CPIX token holders will be eligible to use the facility and execute vendor payments directly to their con-
tacts. Additionally, other users on the CPI platform can be reached. 



5.2 The CPIPay Differentiator

Unlike most social media applications, CPIPay doesn’t monetize or analyse user data. It is strictly built to 
preserve privacy while comprehensively executing the transactions.

For existing users of the CPI platform, the conversational transactions improve the overall engagement 
experience for senders and receivers.

Going forward, CPIPay will be made compatible to work with all major PSPs.  This will be made flexible to 
combine with other payment channels such as phone, IVR, Chatbot, web and SMS.

No sensitive data is retained within the Chat transcript or seen by an agent

Protects Personally Identifiable Information (PII) as well as card data

Payments are secure, PCI DSS compliant and help with GDPR and other regulations



5.2 The CPIPay Differentiator

Accelerated transactions

Highly-secure and 
scalable infrastructure

Easy management of 
cryptocurrencies

Seamless linking to any 
crypto exchange

Flawless performance 
on web and mobile



5.3 Features Board of CPIPay

Send and Receive cryptos through the chat 
screen. Enter amount in the window and tap on 
‘PAY’. Immediate confirmation and total trans-
parency.

In Chat Transfers
CPIPay supports iOS, Android, Windows, and 
Linux. Provide your wallet users with a highly-se-
cure and flexible infrastructure that can be 
seamlessly accessed on any device.

Cross-platform Compatibility

Instantly pay for consumer services in crypto-
currencies as fiat equivalent. Use the QR-Code 
scanner or chat payment window.

Vendor Payments
Built in support for English, French, Spanish, 
Arabic and German. More languages will be 
added.

Multi Language Support

Instant scanning of wallet addresses that simpli-
fies the exchange of cryptos while eliminating 
manual inefficiencies.

QR Code Scanner
Withdrawal/ Deposit of fiat currency transferred 
directly to visa/master enabled prepaid cards.

Cash-out



5.3 Features Board of CPIPay

Users can view the balance and transferred 
amount in USD, GBP, AUD, and other fiat 
currencies.

Automatic Conversion Rates

The self-explanatory interface advances 
ease-of-use for both beginners and experi-
enced cryptocurrency traders.

User-Friendly Interface

Geography-based KYC verification ensures 
legitimate user access and authenticated trans-
actions, thereby securing funds stored in the 
wallet.

KYC Verification



5.4 Security Compliance Features

Biometric security, such as facial/fingerprint rec-
ognition executes legitimate transactions by 
authenticating the user every time a request to 
transfer crypto assets is generated.

Biometric Authentication

The 4-digit secure login PIN ensures authenti-
cated access to a user’s account.

Password-Protected Access



5.4 Security Compliance Features

Automatically logs out the session in case the user 
remains inactive for a certain period. This
enhances the security of users’ accounts and 
funds.

Optional Session Logout

Two-factor authentication (2FA) provides an 
extra layer of security to the user authentication
process.

Two-Factor Authentication



It is liberating to see the mainstream adoption of Decentral-
ized Finance (DeFi) across the globe. To put it simply, DeFi 
assures total decentralization of financial processes through a 
peer-2-peer transaction model. DeFi works because it imparts 
the power back to the users in its true sense; exactly what 
blockchain was meant for.

Keeping intact to our core vision of achieving a democratic 
platform, CPI will embrace DeFi compliant functionalities in 
the future. Besides empowering the common user to add 
utility to their held index tokens, the newly integrated plat-
form will host innovative investment opportunities. This will 
position CPI among one the earliest DeFi Index token proto-
cols in the business.

With CPI DeFi, we aim to achieve the following:

Peer-2-peer transactions
Direct value exchange between users monitored by a community accessible smart contract.

6. DeFi Compliant CPI Platform



Enhanced Customer Experience (CX)
Better interoperability between stakeholders and lasting user delight

Lessened Risk
Controlled volatility of crypto prices means lessened risk of losing and sustained liquidity

Lightning Fast Transactions
Faster transfers means enhanced trust and eliminated risk of frauds

CPIX Staking
The DeFi compliant arm of CPI will cater to absolute decentralization of trade via self-governed smart 
contracts. Accordingly, the following functionalities will be included with a focus on more investment 
opportunities.

6.1 DeFi Compliant CPI Platform



DeFi staking redefines and facilitates the convention-
al process of lending and borrowing while providing 
much-needed transparency in the process. Owing to 
these benefits, DeFi staking has acquired global 
traction and adoption. The total assets staked in DeFi 
platforms amount to $21 to $23 billion in January 2021.

The idea is to reward the users those who have 
staked their assets with a focus on enhancing the 
liquidity quotient of the CPI ecosystem.

6.2 DeFi Compliant CPI Platform

Staking of the CPIX index tokens will be an integral mechanism of the DeFi compliant solution. It confers 
substantial benefits to users who stake tokens, including value distribution from the Pool and governance 
rights. It assures substantial returns to the participating users including higher value and more governance 
rights.
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The CPI DeFi platform will implement the following rewarding mechanisms:

Validate
The validation tasks that are assigned to users are directly proportional to the assets held by them. Users 
who hold or stake more assets are assigned more validation tasks, leading to greater rewards.

Claim
This activity involves rewarding users for locking their assets on your platform for a fixed time. The 
rewards are calculated based on the assets that are locked – higher locked-in assets lead to higher 
rewards that are directly transferred to the wallets of the users.

3 Delegate
It includes the participation of a fund manager who operates a sizable capital. The profits made by this 
platform are reinvested and the dividends are equally distributed among the users. The fund manager is 
given a fee for his services as well as knowledge.

6.3 DeFi Compliant CPI Platform



With Staking, users will be allowed to predict the price of CPIX tokens. The smart contract will make a time 
stamp whenever a position is created and released with incentive or burnt as per the conditions.

Users who will Stake on CPI DeFi platform will be betting on a price fluctuation of -5%. Therefore, if the price 
will move down by -5% then only the consumer will be rewarded else all the staked coins will be burned. If the 
user tries to exit before the given time, the given below penalty will be imposed.

When a user predicts ‘x’ % age price drop / rise for the CPIX token on a particular date and time, the 
successful prediction will be rewarded while the unsuccessful prediction will be fined.

CPIX - Price fluctuation limit – (-5%)

Risk – Staked coins (100%)

Reward – Principal amount + 1x Principal amount

Time period – Flexible

6.4 DeFi Compliant CPI Platform



In particular, CPI DeFi focuses on the development of virtuous economic cycles that:

Selling liquidated assets to the Pool in the event of liquidation creates a transparent and efficient liquidation 
execution process with lower costs compared to other protocols.

Going forward, we plan to associate with a global crypto DeFi consulting firm to perform the protocol 
development with finesse.

Efficient Liquidation Execution

Accumulate increasing value within the ecosystem over time;

Attract the inflow of value by incentivizing value participation;

Grow value distribution proportionately with value inflows;

Scale up exponentially with the addition of new staking ecosystems.

6.5 DeFi Compliant CPI Platform



To conclude, our four key areas of focus for marketing our unique new platform are:

The CPIX Token Architecture
An innovative new approach to a cryptocurrency 
index. We use wrapped tokens to give CPIX token 
users quick and seamless access to a huge variety 
of crypto assets, all built on top of Ethereum’s 
infrastructure.

1 Instant transactions
Instant transfer, purchase, and settlement of the 
CPI coin provides the easy accessibility 
traditionally associated with digital assets.

2

Open and free source
Like many cryptocurrency projects, we are 
committed to keeping CPI coin fair and available for 
review, with open source code and public ledger 
transparency. This offers greater level of trust for our 
token holders, in addition to making auditing and 
reporting requirements far easier.

3
Stability through CPIX-tokens
By maintaining the value of the average top crypto 
coins, CPI platform users have easy access to a 
single stable tokens. Each CPIX token is backed by 
its component assets, held in escrow via a smart 
contract. The CPIX protocol is governed by CPI 
token holders, and provides loyalty bonuses for long 
term users of the platform. 
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7. Summary



Herbert Law
CEO, Founder

Herbert founded 
Crypto Price Index 
coin in 2019, after 

a long track 
record of 
delivering 

innovation in the 
burgeoning 

technology space.

Scotty 
Crandlemire

Co-founder

Scotty is a serial 
inventor, business 

creator and 
philanthropist as 
well as a veteran 

military and 
aerobatic pilot.

Iosif Erdos
Manager of Sales 

Romania, Hungary 
and Moldova

20 years in Global 
Marketing and 

Business 
experience. 

Building networks 
and team 

Management.

8. Team



Jesse Christophel
Technology Advisor

Senior Systems Engineer with over 22 years 
of experience in the field and four years as 
an operations manager. Held senior 
positions at Expedia and Microsoft.

Victor Brandt
Advisor to our BOD

Experienced Senior Vice President with a 
demonstrated history of working in the real 
estate industry. Strong professional skilled 
in Negotiation, Luxury Goods, New Home 
Sales, Real Estate Transactions, and 
Investment Properties.

Ben Baldanza
Advisor

Ben Baldanza is a seasoned business 
executive. As the CEO of Spirit Airlines, he 
transformed the carrier from an $(80)M loss 
in 2005 to the highest margin airline in the 
US from 2008-2016. From the time of 
joining the airline he took the company to 
profitability in excess of $750M and IPO of 
the company on the Nasdaq. Ben took the 
airline to $2.2B in 2016, classified as one of 
the most profitable carriers in the USA.

9. Advisors



Takatoshi Shibayama
Financial advisor to the BOD

The founder of Blockshine SG and Blockchain 
Centre SG. He advises industry leaders in the 
blockchain space on creating new fintech 
blockchain solutions. He is also the host of 
Future Design Podcast. He started his career 
with JP Morgan and Goldman Sachs, later 
joining a US hedge fund Davidson Kempner 
Capital Management, and co-founding 3D 
Investment Partners, with nearly US$1bn in 
AUM.

9. Advisors



His Highness Sheikh 
Abdullah Bin Rashed Al 

Sharqi
His Highness is a senior member of the 
Fujairah Royal family. A well seasoned 
diplomat and serial investor in large scale 
infrastructure and development projects in 
UAE, the Middle East and throughout the 
world. 

His Excellency Khalfan 
Saeed Khalfan Al Mazrouei

Since 1988 His Excellency was appointed 
as the Undersecretary for the Private Office 
of the Founder and President of the United 
Arab Emirates, His Royal Highness Sheikh 
Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the Ruler of 
the Emirate of Abu Dhabi. He is currently 
the majority shareholder of Emirates 
Consulting Group at the Dubai International 
Financial Centre.

The CPI project has recently 

won the full endorsement 

and support members of 

Emirati Royal Families. This 

support, together with their 

direct participation on the 

company's board, brings a 

global level of stability and 

recognition.

10. CPI partners with emirati royal family



Technical Partner

ICO launch Malta has been engaged 
for technical development of the CPI 

token, as well as turnkey delivery of the 
CPI token sale.

Exchange Partner

The CPI will be launched on the ZBX 
exchange.

11. Partners



Contact

CPI DEV TEAM LTD
contact@cpiindex.io

mailto:contact@cpiindex.io



